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Abstract

In her novel *Spring* (2019), the third instalment in her seasonal quartet, the Scottish author, Ali Smith weaves Beethoven into the narrative as just one strand in a richly intertextual fabric that she then positions around the critical edges of the global refugee crisis. These novels, which are recognized as belonging to “BrexLit,” provide a critical, artistic, and ethical meditation on our time and our treatment of refugees. They forward the argument of how fiction and the novel today can help us make sense of the human condition. The very act of engaging with the Beethoven song “An die Hoffnung” presented in *Spring* allows us to consider anew the question of humanity as it relates to Beethoven’s music, and, perhaps more importantly, the degree to which Beethoven’s music can put us in touch with our own humanity. The approach to Beethoven in this article is set against the backdrop of a critique of the dominant ideologies that have been associated with his music since his lifetime, as espoused in the literary novel as just one of many intellectual and literary outlets. I propose that there is a resonance to be found in our engagement with Beethoven in Ali Smith’s *Spring* in that, by conflating a poem, a song, and a character, she seems to make us more alert, and more alive to the ethical and moral choices put before us in this book.
Introduction

[1] In her novel Summer, the fourth instalment in her seasonal quartet, the Scottish author, Ali Smith (* 1962), asks the perennial question of whether the artist should portray their own age.[1] Each of the four novels in this quartet heavily deploys intertextuality. All four are in conversation with a Shakespeare play, each of the books begins with a witty interchange with Charles Dickens. Throughout, the seasonal quartet is infused alternately with allusions to and engagements with Sandro Botticelli, Lewis Carroll, Katherine Mansfield, Rainer Maria Rilke, and Aldous Huxley, amongst others. A maternal spirit presides over each book through the presence of a woman artist, the art works of whom are politically engaged in varying ways. These include Pauline Boty (Autumn), a trailblazer in art and thought whose pop art on female sexuality and free-spirited criticism of the “man’s world” in which she lived was deemed to be scandalous; Barbara Hepworth (Winter) whose sculptures turn stone into art with political comment, inviting the observer to walk around the sculpture, to contemplate it from different sides and thereby consider matters from different perspectives; Tacita Dean (Spring) whose imposing mountainous landscapes depict nature at its most awesome, and compel the viewer to consider their own temporal and geographical (in)significance; and Lorenza Mazzetti (Summer), an Italian film-maker and author whose work focuses on themes of urban isolation, and authentic depictions of the quotidian. The concentration on a multiplicity of identities within a single British identity in the seasonal quartet highlights what risks being lost by focusing on a narrow sense of nationalism. Borders play a significant role in these books, and these borders themselves assume a multiplicity of identities. National borders are recognized as a mechanism and metaphor for exclusion for an increasingly not very United Kingdom, just as the borders that open onto Irish and Scottish culture are recognized as a mechanism and metaphor for inclusion, widening out from Britain, and embracing Europe and the promise that European identity entails.

As it looks outward from Britain and from the confines of British nationalism, the seasonal quartet has a political urgency with one of its enduring themes being Britain’s inhumanity toward the victims of the global refugee crisis. The quartet also illuminates, through the prism of Brexit, crucial contemporary issues of climate change, mental health, female allyship, and the threats posed by social media and political manipulation.[2] As Erica Wagner notes, Ali Smith understands division, and her characters are who they are: original, curious, conflicted, damaged, hopeful.[3] Underpinning this seasonal quartet (and much of Ali Smith’s output) is an uncompromising faith in art and a fervent belief in the capacity of the imagination. These novels forward the argument of how fiction and the novel today can help us make sense of the human condition.

The third novel in the series, Spring, does so explicitly with recourse to the music of Beethoven. Before exploring how, I will provide a brief synopsis of the novel for those who are not familiar with it. The story revolves around four main characters, the first an aging TV and film producer, Richard Lease, whose best friend and long-time collaborator, Patricia (Paddy), is undergoing the late stages of treatment for terminal cancer, an illness which takes her life early in the book. In mourning this loss, he takes a trip to Scotland in order to relive some of their times together. Overcome by grief upon his arrival, he attempts (unsuccessfully) to take his own life. On the ensuing journey through Scotland, he carries on conversations in his head, both with himself, as well as imaginary exchanges with his estranged daughter. Real characters also share the journey. Brittany (Brit) Hall is a guard at an immigration detention center who has become numb to her own life and to the lives of the immigrants in her charge. Her unhappiness, cynicism, and bitterness can be understood to reflect the state of her nation at the time of the Brexit
referendum. She meets a young girl called Florence Smith (a character who responds to Marina in Shakespeare’s play *Pericles of Tyre*), a wide-eyed idealist who is full of innocent, if also revolutionary spirit, who can freely enter forbidden places, and who is a chronicler of our times. Brit and Florence strike up the most unlikely friendship, coming into improbably close contact with Richard Lease. The fourth main character is Alda Lyons, a librarian turned activist who assists detained immigrants at great personal risk. The events that surround the intersection of these four lives in the highlands of Scotland form the substance of the novel. Beneath this simple narrative surface is a deep and profound interrogation of the potential for what can happen to human life when you prioritize humanity over politics. This question is refracted through the political, social, and economic crises of Britain at the time of the Brexit referendum. As the characters continue to move between England, Ireland, and Scotland, the book improvises on the existential questions surrounding Brexit and its potential ramifications on a human level, not least in relation to issues of belonging as they pertain to the global refugee crisis.

Built around an allusion to Beethoven’s song “An die Hoffnung” (Ode to Hope), Smith weaves Beethoven into the narrative of *Spring* as just one strand in a richly intertextual fabric that she then positions around the critical edges of the global refugee crisis. This is not done by attempting to render music in the terms of discourse, a mode of musicological writing to which Julian Johnson reacts when he makes a compelling case for “a more musical musicology.” Nor does Smith’s novel attempt to create “equivalences between the arts: that is, the idea that literature and music (and visual art) may translate one another.” Instead, through the narrative of her fiction, Ali Smith urges that we pay attention to and engage with art on its own terms. Beethoven’s music is invoked in *Spring*, but never translated.

A novelist drawing on Beethoven is nothing new. Most ideologies and mythologies that have grown up around that composer since the nineteenth century find a home in literary fiction. But a novelist drawing on Beethoven in the way that Ali Smith does is something new and something that will perhaps be more typical of the twenty-first century than it was of the nineteenth and twentieth. Smith’s unusually sensitive allusion to Beethoven does not rely on the tropes of heroism or genius. Equally, she is not tracing any formal correspondence between Beethoven’s music and *Spring*; the novel is not structured “like” a given Beethoven piece. *Spring* does not invoke the Beethovenian (and masculine) sublime that we can trace from the writings of E. T. A. Hoffmann to the use of Beethoven’s music in the film *Die Hard* (1988). She is not preoccupied with the frowning, furrowed brow of Beethoven with which Katherine Mansfield was concerned both in private correspondence and in the short story “The Wind Blows” (1920). The tendency to adapt a tripartite view of Beethoven’s life and works plays no part in Smith’s novel, nor is she concerned with its accordant aesthetic taxonomy which sees the composer progress from tradition, to individualism, to transcendence. Her allusion to Beethoven does not owe its “origins more to Beethoven’s commentators than to Beethoven himself,” to borrow the words of Milan Kundera. In fact, Smith seems to be completely unconcerned with “the Beethoven legend,” or with what Ernest Newman lamented in 1927 as “the traditional business of polishing up this legend and eliminating from it everything that did not harmonize with it.”

Instead, Smith uses Beethoven in what might be called a self-consciously naïve way as a means to transgress the newly imposed boundary between Britain and the European Union (the Brexit vote having made that a certainty in 2016, but one that would not become a reality until 2021, two years after the publication of *Spring*), and to problematize the political realities of the age of Brexit and Trump. To the degree that Smith’s book addresses a rupture in international relations between Germany (which, by turns, also stands as a proxy for Europe as a whole) and England, it
finds an antecedent in Rebecca West’s *The Return of the Soldier* of 1918, but the mode of engagement is entirely different. The very act of engaging with the Beethoven song presented in *Spring* brings with it an innocence, devoid of technical, formal, or score-based engagement with the music. Rather, Smith exploits the possibilities inherent in Beethoven’s song and Tiedge’s poem, and, by bringing them into intertextual resonance with the framework of Shakespeare’s *Pericles of Tyre*, shapes the narrative of the novel in relation to the global refugee crisis. The manner of this allusion allows us to consider anew the question of humanity as it relates to Beethoven’s music, and, perhaps more importantly, the degree to which Beethoven’s music can put us in touch with our own humanity. There is a resonance to be found in this engagement, moreover, in that it seems to make us more alert, and more alive to the ethical and moral choices put before us in this book.

**Part 1: Framing Hope**

Beethoven is introduced to the novel *Spring* by way of the character Patricia Heal (or Paddy, as she is referred to), an Irish-born screenwriter of some brilliance who, along with her long-time collaborator and soulmate Richard Lease, made a groundbreaking TV drama in 1972 about the far-reaching cost of the holocaust called “Andy Hoffnung.” The passage reads:

Andy Hoffnung: Paddy’d sat next to a man at a Beethoven concert at the Wigmore Hall some time in the late 1960s. An die Hoffnung, he said, and smiled at her. She’d thought it was his name, and told him hers, then she’d seen in the programme it was the title of one of the songs. They’d gone out to dinner after. (They probably slept together.) He’d told her almost nothing about himself. Paddy, sharp as an arrowhead, had gathered a great deal. He was half German, half English. He’d been shafted by the worst of both. He’d lost a lot at the hands of both family, friends, home, all gone, and so on. And yet the most hopeful man I’ve ever met, she said at the time. I don’t mean naively. I mean profoundly.

Whereas music features pervasively in the fictional output of Ali Smith, it is usually jazz or popular music, with *Spring* also invoking Florence & the Machine’s 2018 album *High as Hope*. It seems most unlikely for Beethoven to find a place in one of her novels. Before 2010, Ali Smith thought that classical music was not for her. Around that time, she made the decision to listen to a piece of Beethoven every day for a month. She was astonished at her own response to this music, which she deemed to be

as modernist as Frank Gehry architecture, as timeless as things dug up in Greece from millennia ago, as uncompromising as history, as inventive and colourful as Picasso and Hockney.

It is invigorating to hear Smith’s thoughts on Beethoven as a great literary figure who first encountered his music in a serious capacity when she was in her late 40s. Her Beethoven journey, she says, has

never not been enlightening, exciting, and a fusion of pleasure and meditation—your mind opens and dimensionalises as you listen, whatever it is, it’ll be layered with an understanding of social negotiation, and of the heft, the shadow and the forward push of time.
She began at Opus 1 and listened to those Trios every day for a month, before turning to Opus 2 and so on. Calculating from when she began this journey in 2010, she would have happened upon Beethoven’s first setting of “An die Hoffnung,” op. 32 at some point early in 2013. It is possible that this effortlessly simple strophic setting, with its E flat major optimism, rendered darker by touches of minor and a pervasive sighing figure, is the song Smith had in mind when she placed the character Andy Hoffnung at the center of her exploration of hope. More likely, however, is that it was Beethoven’s later 1815 setting of this same poem addressed to hope by Christoph August Tiedge (1752-1841). As op. 94, this would have found its way on to her Beethoven turntable, so to speak, late in 2017.

[3] The chronology is important. The first novel in the seasonal quartet, Autumn, was published on October 20, 2016, and the second, Winter, was published on November 2, 2017, both now considered part of the genre of BrexLit. With the tight six-week turnaround from delivery of manuscript to publication required of Hamish Hamilton in order for this series of novels to be viable, Smith would have delivered the manuscript for Winter in late September 2017. Immediately thereafter it seems likely that she turned her attention to the next novel in the series, Spring. During the time that she wrote these first three books of the quartet, therefore, the fraught political landscape in the UK was still reeling from the murder of the MP Jo Cox on June 16, 2016, and, shortly after that, the result of the Brexit referendum on June 24. That referendum was recognized in 2016 as having been based on racist rhetoric, and was understood to have intensified racialized divisions across the UK. On the far side of the Atlantic, the US general election led to the inauguration of Donald Trump in January 2017. All of this is woven into the fabric of Autumn and Winter, yet it continues to inform the narrative of Spring which can be understood as an interrogation, in fictional form, of how xenophobia is used to justify the unthinkably inhumane.

Highlights of the refugee crisis, if we may call them that, over the last decade include Theresa May’s “Hostile Environment Policy” of 2012, which resorted to methods such as “go home” vans telling illegal immigrants to leave the country, and her dismissive references in 2016 to cosmopolitanism: “if you believe you are a citizen of the world, you are a citizen of nowhere.”

![Image](https://example.com/image.jpg)
The language of “swarms” of “migrants” that Nigel Farage adopted in his Brexit canvassing in July 2015 came just two months before the shocking images of the three-year-old Syrian boy Alan Kurdi washed up on a beach near the Turkish resort of Bodrum. Nigel Farage’s 2016 “Breaking Point: The EU has failed us all” campaign echoed, if not emulated, Theresa May’s van strategy.

Trump’s administrative actions in 2017 on immigration and refugee status included cutting federal funding for sanctuary cities which refuse to comply with immigration enforcement measures; suspending the refugee Admissions Program; and the three executive actions collectively known as the “Trump travel ban,” issued on Holocaust Memorial Day in 2017 (January, 27). These placed stringent restrictions on those “bad dudes,” citizens of Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen from travelling to the US; that executive order was then amended to remove Iraq from the list; only to add restrictions on Chad, North Korea, and Venezuela, just as Sudan was removed. Slightly later, from April to June 2018 the Trump Administration family separation policy led to children being separated from their parents and put in cages.

This forms the landscape upon which Spring was drawn, and against which Ali Smith would have heard Beethoven’s second setting of “An die Hoffnung” for the first time and then listened to it every day for a month:
This dramatic, deeply pensive, through-composed song opens with a searching recitative, with the performance direction *poco sostenuto* which Beethoven used for works that were serious and foreboding between about 1808 and 1815. The prefatory gesture of the recitative was absent from Beethoven’s op. 32 setting, both in terms of this first stanza of Tiedge’s poem and the expressive, decidedly operatic inflection that gives rise to its three entreaties:

- Whether there be a God?
- Whether he will one day fulfil those promises which human longing tearfully imagines?
- Whether this enigmatic Being will reveal himself, at some last judgement?

These entreaties, heard in the dark and suspenseful key of B flat minor, arrest the melodic flow of the piano on each occasion. As the music searches for a way out of the depths of this highly chromatic B flat minor, we emerge into an Allegro in D major. Despite seeming to be triumphant in itself, this is attenuated by the shadow of the forthcoming G major, giving voice to the assertion that “Man must hope. His not to question!”

*Christoph August Tiedge, “An die Hoffnung”*
A Larghetto piano interlude allows the poet, speaking in the third person as “the sufferer” to address hope in the first person. Registral shifts are a pronounced characteristic of this song: in this second stanza, in addition to the affective sweeping octaves, the repeated appeals to hope seem to soar heavenward, just as descriptions of suffering witness the voice plumb the depths of despair. In the midst of this G major stanza, the repeated supplication to hope, to “let the patient sufferer sense that high above / An angel keeps record of his tears!” (“Laß, durch dich empor gehoben, / Den Dulder ahnen, daß dort oben / Ein Engel seine Tränen zählt”) intensifies on each occasion, with the interval of the melisma widening from a sixth over a dominant, to a seventh over a dominant seventh, before being filled in with lamenting, falling semitones on the way to a cadential sigh. As Amanda Glauert suggests, “the song’s vocal line almost breaks under such extremes”.[31]
With each stanza in this Lied comes a change of key, character, and texture. Lewis Lockwood ventures that this is so that “each element of the poem can receive its own more sensitive musical sculpting.” This is unusual for a Lied, that most intimate of art forms, one that in this instance reaches beyond itself in terms of its operatic ambition. In keeping with the grand scale of opera, this song, as Charles Osbourne observes, “sounds less like a private reflection than a public utterance.” It seems entirely apt to the socially conscious subject matter of *Spring*, a book that takes shelter, as Ali Smith evocatively describes it, under Shakespeare’s late play *Pericles of Tyre*. That play of migration and family separation is concerned with good and bad governance, issues that come together in *Spring* and find one outlet in German music and poetry in the guise of Andy Hoffnung. This prompts the question of why contemporary German politics might have been on Ali Smith’s mind at this time.

In 2015, Angela Merkel opened Germany’s borders to millions of migrants, employing the now famous phrase “Wir schaffen das” (“We will handle this”). Between 2015 and 2016, 1,750,000 refugees entered Germany via what became known as the Balkan route from Syria, North Africa, Iraq, and Afghanistan. EU member states were officially responsible for these refugees under the EU’s Dublin Regulation, which the novelist Colm Tóibín has called out for censure, at the same time critiquing Ireland’s role in the refugee crisis:

Refugees and asylum seekers can only have their cases heard in the country where they first applied for asylum. No other country can deal with their case. Ostensibly, the Dublin regulation was a way to stop asylum-seeking shopping for the softest country or the most affluent. But, in fact, it was a way for many countries to wash their hands of this refugee problem, or attempt to do so.
Merkel’s government responded to the Dublin Regulation by allowing people to cross the border first and have their asylum claims checked later. Political and public opinions on this matter were as conflicted then as they are now. Many have interpreted Merkel’s having made room for the wretched of the earth in this way as forging an inverted link with Germany’s past. Donald Trump called the opening of Germany’s borders “a catastrophic mistake.” Nigel Farage told Fox News that it was “the worst decision a European leader has made in modern times.”

Pushing back against Merkel’s open border, Germany’s Die Linke party launched Aufstehen (Get Up), “a political movement that combined left-wing economic policy with exclusionary social protections.” The far right entered the German parliament in 2017 for the first time since 1945 in the form of the Alternative für Deutschland party. As they called for Germany’s borders to be closed, they also demanded an end to Germany’s preoccupation with public memory. Here, as elsewhere in the world, there was an attempt for “memory and borders [to be] shut down [together].”

In Autumn, and later in Summer where strands of all the novels in the seasonal quartet are brought together, Smith draws a connection between “the UK’s German internment camps” during World War II and “the current immigrant detention centers peppered throughout the UK,” both concerned with the treatment of enemy aliens, and signaling, as Natasha Hakimi Zapata perceptively puts it, that “Britain’s perennial refusal to grapple with its past has set the nation on a dizzying path of tragic repetition.” In Spring, the allusion to Germany’s past through the prism of hope in “An die Hoffnung” approaches the matter of a country’s capacity to confront its past, and its future, and positions that matter in relation to borders. The third stanza of Tiedge’s poem is the site of memory and recollection as the sufferer, still in the third person, continues to address hope in the first. Bare, descending octaves illustrate the imagery of buried urns: the ornate vase, a vessel in which humanity gathered items to carry with them, that proud symbol of elegant beauty that holds our earthly remains, or that symbol of death. As the voice sustains a low C sharp, we reach one the most profound depths of “An die Hoffnung”:

Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau and Hartmut Höll


Tiedge’s poem comes from the first “canto” of his “lyric-didactic poem” called *Urania: Über Gott, Unsterblichkeit, und Freiheit* (Urania: On God, Immortality, and Freedom). This enjoyed great popularity in the first half of the nineteenth century. As Paul Reid notes:

This poem within a poem appears in the first canto, subtitled “Klagen des Zweiflers” [Lamentations of the doubter] at a point where the poet, acting as devil’s advocate, questions the very existence of God. The wonders of nature suggest an orderly and benevolent world ruler, but the human world, where evil so often triumphs over good, suggests otherwise.
Figure 3: Carl August Tiedge, *Urania: Über Gott, Unsterblichkeit, und Freiheit* (Urania: On God, Immortality, and Freedom), Reutlingen: Fleischhauer and Bohm, 1816.

These weighty moral questions are given voice in Ali Smith’s *Spring* as, for instance, when the invisible is made visible with the specter of God being conjured up in a chilling collage of racist social media vitriol, the kind targeted at immigrants on a regular basis that remains otherwise unseen by the population at large:

> God Hates You, next time you are out on a dark night we will get you and you children and you should be scared you immigrant shit you need hate mail to Sort you out you deserve hate.

[5] Smith’s twenty-first century engagement with Tiedge is a worthy counterpart to Beethoven’s song, whose setting of the last stanza of Tiedge’s poem begins in D minor, the key of such weighty and consequential works in the German tradition as Mozart’s *Requiem* and *Don Giovanni*. It is also the key of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, a work that numerous commentators have considered to rotate in the same expressive orbit as “An die Hoffnung,” not only because the opening recitative seems to emerge out of a void, but also because the poetry that is set on each occasion is alternately an Ode to Joy (“An die Freude”) and an Ode to Hope (“An die Hoffnung”). The imagery in Tiedge’s closing stanza witnesses the sufferer in his final days look up in a defiant gesture to rail against fate. There is then one final plea to hope that the sufferer might be
permitted “to behold behind this earthly dream / The golden glow at the cloud’s fringe, / From a
sun close at hand!” (“Dann laß’ ihn um den Rand des Erdentraumes / Das Leuchten eines
Wolkensamtes / Von einer nahen Sonne seh’n!”) This is not a plea for heavenly redemption, nor
is it a plea for release from earthly suffering. This is merely a plea that as the sufferer takes leave
of this world, they might be permitted one last glance of its beauty.

Figure 4: Tacita Dean, When first I raised the tempest, 2016. Glenstone Museum,
Potomac, Maryland; reproduced with the kind permission of the artist.

Tiedge’s poem ends here. Beethoven’s setting, however, winds back to G major and a return of
the second stanza in which the sufferer had dared to ask hope that an angel might keep record of
his tears. This return to the second stanza speaks to an inability to escape from appealing to
hope. The song ends with a short postlude, treated by Beethoven as an eminently refined closing
gesture. Although the final words, “O Hoffnung,” come from the second stanza, the melodic motif
to which they are attached belongs to the start of the song, that is, the first stanza that
accommodated the searching recitative in which we first learnt of the sufferer’s existential angst.
Paul Reid characterizes this opening as containing “a full compendium of rhetorical devices
 illustrative of religious doubt and human despair.” Its chromatically descending bass line is
redolent of the ancient topos of lament; “the diabolic triton occurs continually as diminished fifth
and augmented fourth, and the chord of the diminished seventh avoids harmonic certainty.”[45]

Example 4: L. v. Beethoven, “An die Hoffnung,” op. 94, mm. 1-7 and m. 89
By the end of the song, the motif to which we hear the words “O Hoffnung” is subtly changed, but
the more sanguine perfect fifth of bar 89 seems inadequate to the task of transforming the expressive effect of the music at the outset on the question of "whether there be a God?"—that inquiry having ended with a diminished fifth in bar 7. The ending, then, brings us back to the beginning, the song itself now confronting both its own past and its future, for in returning to the first verse we once again encounter the singular mention of judgment in this song, and the prospect that it holds for future events. This judgment, moreover, pertains not to the sufferer, but instead to a God (one who may or may not exist).

**Part 2: Reflections on Hope**

In her exploration of “Mercy” in the *Oxford Handbook of Western Music and Philosophy*, Martha Nussbaum draws a helpfully succinct distinction between mercy and compassion, one that she then applies to a series of operas by Mozart:

> Mercy is a mental inclination but not necessarily an emotion; compassion is an emotional reaction to the plight of another person. Mercy recognizes that the person is at fault: it belongs, so to speak, at the penalty phase of a trial, after conviction. Compassion, by contrast, need have nothing at all to do with fault: indeed, as typically understood, it recognizes a large role for uncontrolled events in getting into the bad situation that inspires the painful emotion. And it typically ascribes to these uncontrolled events considerable importance for human flourishing.\[46\]

Nussbaum’s distinction is illuminating for Beethoven’s “An die Hoffnung,” and the darkness that falls over its G major ending. I am not convinced of the claim Nussbaum makes that a musical setting has the capacity to express mercy or compassion, even though I admire many of the fine nuances of her argument. Instead, I suggest, mercy and compassion are the property of the perceiving subject, and it is the manner in which the poem is treated in this song that enhances the listener’s capacity for such perception. Rather than allowing the listener to move on from the three entreaties articulated at the outset of the song, the simple gesture of conflating a god-like figure with the personification of hope invites the listener to revisit these matters, now fully informed of the plight of the sufferer. To whom, the song seems to ask, do the concepts of mercy and compassion apply in the scenario of this poem, and for whom is this judgement intended. As the song veers between elation and despair, and between hope and hopelessness, it is worth recalling the character Paddy’s description of Andy Hoffnung: “I realized, talking with him, that true hope’s actually a matter of the absence of hope.”\[47\]

\[6\] The edification to be found in Ali Smith’s *Spring* may not require an understanding of the musical nuances observed throughout this article. It is possible that many readers would not scratch the surface of the conflation of Andy Hoffnung with “An die Hoffnung,” and still have a full appreciation of the diverse choices of ethical and moral conduct that are presented to the reader in *Spring*. It does not detract from the literary ingenuity or the playful virtuosity of Ali Smith having “the song name become the man’s name,” to note that the personification of hope is already present in Tiedge’s poem, in which the poet consistently addresses hope in the first person, as befits the genre of the ode.\[48\] It might be the case that our appreciation of the intertextuality of *Spring* is enhanced by an understanding of this Beethoven song, and here I hasten to add that what I offer is merely my own subjective response to the song and lays no claim to a definitive reading. What is certain, however, is that for those with an open-eared curiosity amongst the readers of Ali Smith’s *Spring*, the manner in which she treats “Andy
Hoffnung” in the book, conflating a poem, a song, and a character, has the capacity to increase our empathy. This, moreover, is not abstract empathy, detached from a tangible object. As suggested at the outset of this article, Smith’s unusually sensitive allusion to Beethoven does not rely on the tropes of heroism or genius. Beethoven, as he appears in *Spring* is no “lifter of metaphysical weights.” Instead, with Smith’s quintessentially human compassion for the plight of seemingly unremarkable individuals, she simply allows the complex humanity inherent in Beethoven’s setting of Tiedge’s poem to speak to the global refugee crisis.

Ali Smith is the patron of the *Refugee Tales* where volunteers befriend and support immigration detainees and then tell their tales, often in collaboration with the detainees.

**Figure 5: Refugee Tales, volumes I-IV, edited by David Herd and Anna Pincus, cover design by David Eckersall; by courtesy of Comma Press.**

In the words of the poet David Herd, the *Refugee Tales* “reject the terms of a debate that criminalizes human movement” and a system that allows refugees to be “picked up and detained routinely and arbitrarily.” Modelled on the pilgrim stories in Chaucer’s *Canterbury Tales*, and operating on the principle that solidarity should begin with reading, authors from Patience Agbabi to Helen Macdonald and Bernardine Evaristo have contributed to this project. *Spring* is not part of the *Refugee Tales* and yet it clearly has an anchor in that initiative, with Ali Smith having interviewed detainees (or deets, as they are called in the book) in the course of researching and writing the book. She is concerned with how immigration removal centers reduce the humanity both of the people detained and those who work therein, often by making those people invisible, “disappearing people from a system that has already disappeared them.” “The Detainee’s Tale” as told to Ali Smith by a refugee as part of the *Refugee Tales*, focuses “on the dehumanizing nature of the detainment system, which forces detainees to live in rooms with barred windows, behind multiple locked doors, and under constant lighting and to suffer constant invasions of privacy from security officers who check on them every fifteen minutes.” Within the framework of *Spring*, Smith charts the corrosive effect that these “technically not prisons” have on the human spirit.

The material we have encountered up to this point from *Spring* is positioned around borders, and the divisions they impose. In counterpoint with this, and fueling the hopeless hope of this book, is the wide-eyed optimism of the character Florence Smith in *Spring*, a child with benevolent intelligence:

> What if, the girl says. Instead of saying, this border divides these places. We said, this border unites these places. This border holds together these two really interesting different places. What if we declared border crossings places where, listen, when you crossed them, you yourself became doubly possible.
It is in this spirit of enhanced possibility that Smith draws together disparate voices in a single European tradition in *Spring*, and positions Beethoven in conversation with Dickens, Tiedge, Shakespeare, Picasso, and Tacita Dean, with the spirit of Patricia Heal, or Paddy presiding over all of them. This drawing together of figures from across Europe, including the United Kingdom, can be understood as a symbolic transgression of the borders that would be erected around the UK with the implementation of Brexit on January 1, 2021. This same European tradition animates the ghosts in Ali Smith’s machine, that is, Theodor W. Adorno, Walter Benjamin, and Ernst Bloch vying against one another to determine who has the greater purchase on the concept of hope.

The ambivalent treatment of the concept of hope in *Spring* is bound up with a musical naivety that plays a pivotal role in Smith’s treatment of Beethoven. The very fact of the allusion to Beethoven places this book amongst a British literary tradition reaching back a century. Surveying pervasive allusions and references to Beethoven in the writings of Anglo-American modernists, Nathan Waddell takes note of the “cultural and rhetorical conditions which have made it possible to make intelligible passing references to Beethoven at this and other points in history.” Authors of such books include Katherine Mansfield and Aldous Huxley (who feature prominently in Ali Smith’s seasonal quartet), as well as E. M. Forster and Virginia Woolf. Perceptively, Waddell further notes that “in literary modernism a reference to Beethoven’s music is often less a reference to Beethoven’s music per se and more a reference to the conventionality of ‘Beethoven’ as a frame and concept through which to understand the mechanisms of cultural enthronement.” Such references tend to betray the author’s intimate understanding of the music of Beethoven by playing on technical facets of the music. In *Howards End*, for example, E. M. Forster demonstrates how “aesthetic appreciation is itself a product of social and financial privilege.”

A century later, Smith comes at Beethoven from rather a different angle to these modernist authors, for she has no training in classical music, and therefore lacks the musical “privilege” of Forster and Woolf. Perhaps it is this lack of musical training that allows her to create a sense of enhanced possibility that reaches across socio-economic boundaries, recording the experience of a working-class teenager. Armed with nothing more than her own imagination, and in an age before a chorus of voices would tell her that that which Bourdieu refers to as “the most precious cultural gains of humanity” were the preserve of the elite, a teenager could follow her passion:

> When I was fifteen, she wrote, and had seen your Andy Hoffnung on TV and loved it, I found the Beethoven song An die Hoffnung on a cassette. I listened to it. I even went to the library and looked up the German words and worked out what they meant with a German dictionary. Then I got the train through to Aberdeen, where they had copies of The Listener in the stacks, and I looked up what your friend Paddy said when they interviewed her about writing Andy Hoffnung, and why she’d called it that.

> And I loved how she’d the song name become the man’s name. I loved how she made words that mean dedicated to hope into an actual person, how she gave the words a human shape.

By framing Beethoven’s “An die Hoffnung” in the unassuming and disarming manner that we find it in *Spring*, with its “thrill of perilous border crossings”, Ali Smith positions Beethoven’s music as a means through which we may access, if not enlarge, our own sense of humanity. This opens out onto a broader discourse in the work of Ali Smith concerning that which is ephemeral and that which is lasting. Reflecting on one last border, the meeting place between art and time, in her book *Artful* she ventures that “real art (as opposed to more transient art, which is real too, just for less time) will hold us at all our different ages like it held all the people before us and will
It is difficult to conceive of Beethoven and the concept of hope together without seeming to channel the early twentieth-century spirit of George Alexander Fischer who considered Beethoven’s music to encapsulate “an altruistic spirit” that “seeks to help humanity on an upward path.”[64] I do not wish to determine whether we may attribute any such moral virtue to Beethoven’s music, nor am I concerned with the question of whether Ali Smith channels an altruistic spirit. Rather I propose that the manner of her allusion to Beethoven in Spring makes us alert to the ethical and moral choices presented in the book. The art that inspires Ali Smith’s characters seems to widen their capacity for empathy, and insists that they take stock both of the beauty and cruelty present in all of nature, not least human nature. In her Goldsmiths Prize Lecture called “The Novel in the Age of Trump,” she confesses that the novels she likes best “are the ones that invite, or demand, that their reader take part in their making, be present in them, be creative in response to them, and in being part, be the opposite of excluded, be active, be alive to them and them in turn alive to the reader.”[65] For those of us who wish, in response to this, to have an “imaginative involvement” with Beethoven’s “An die Hoffnung,” perhaps this has the power to transform us, allowing us to re-humanize those who have been de-humanized, and thereby allowing us to hope for—if not to enact—a kinder, more benevolent, and more just world.
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